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Taking its place on the prestigious northern slopes of Mount Gibraltar, 21 Nero Street is far from your average

five-bedroom home. Having been architecturally designed with meticulous attention to detail, each and every stunning

inclusion has been selected to enhance the exclusive and enviable lifestyle you'll experience here. Curated to impress the

luxury family buyer, space is a commodity that will be offered in vast abundance. From the impressive entry foyer to the

magnificent open plan living area and deluxe kitchen, 5 large bedrooms, one currently used as home office, and additional

study nook, not to mention lavish bathrooms and a selection of stunning outdoor areas - this is a home sanctuary that

embodies supreme comfort.As you'd expect from a home of this calibre, no expense has been spared and no design

element forgone. This is especially evident in the kitchen where high-end Bosch appliances merge with a striking Carrara

marble herringbone splashback, huge waterfall breakfast island, a scullery and walk through pantry. It makes sense for

functional family living that it forms the heart of the home, where the adjacent dining zone is crowned in a cathedral

ceiling, and the living area basks in the warm of a double-sided wood fireplace with clerestory windows ensuring

never-ending light. In addition to the soaring skylit ceilings, the engineered European Oak floors and extra-wide hallways,

it's the beautiful bathrooms that will also evoke a sense of indulgence. With underfloor heating (and a heated towel rail in

the ensuite), two deep soaking tubs, twin vanities and quality floor to ceiling tiles, their sheer size will not disappoint. A

tiled sandstone terrace spans the length of the home and wraps around the living area, providing a number of vantage

points from which to immerse yourself in the landscaped surrounds, and also promising the perfect setting for weekend

entertaining.Relishing a desirable north to rear aspect and occupying just over an acre of glorious park-like surrounds, this

is a dream property in a blue-ribbon enclave that delivers Highland's perfection. Close proximity to Frensham and

convenient to the Hume Highway for Sydney commuters.Available to view via private inspection only. Additional

features:- Double glazed windows and doors - Ducted heating and cooling throughout- Secure double garage and extra

off-street parking- Extensive storage provided- Well-appointed, extra-large laundry- Dedicated wine storage area-

Leyton Green hedging frames the backyard- Three raised vegetable gardens beds- Fire pit area- DA approval for a

swimming pool - 2.6 kilowatt solar system 


